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Developing an ethical and effective strike strategy page 2 
Striking firefighters 
Strikes by fire fighters ha.ve recently been the 
subject of comment by editorial wiiters,-
journalists; public officials, and other "opinion 
makers. " The immediate focus of this 
commentary has been the strike which occurred 
in Dayton, Ohio, in August. Withou~, significant 
exception this commentary, while recognizing 
the legitimacy of many of the grievances which 
prompted the strike, has categorically condemned 
the use by firefighters of the strike tactic as a 
means to redress their grievances. Dayton has 
been moved to center stage, because in. Dayton, 
some 15 buildings burned during the courae of 
the stri~e. Repercussions from the tactics used · 
during the Dayton strike/have not been limited 
to th~ general public. Some dedicated fire 
fighters and good union members have been 
moved to question the appropriateness of the 
strike tactic for fire fighters. Others have 
raised their voice in outright opposition to the 
·· right to strike for fire fighters. Among this 
latter group is Dennis Smith, the editor of 
Firehouse Magazine. In an article published in 
·the W lisl)ingt?n, Star,. shortly after the DaY,ton 
strike, Dennis Smith justifies his position in 
the following m~er: 
"Because of his special expertise, the fire 
fighter is irreplaceable. ·Therefore, his _ 
responsibility to continue his service is an 
ethical one, not a legal one. Without him 
there is devastation. All" other civil servants 
should have the right to strike, for they do not 
share in this unique, ethical consideration." 
There is much that is true .in Dennis Smith's 
stateiJFnt. Firefighters~ irreplaceable. 
The fighting of fires,. unlike the collection of 
garbage, caimot be deferred to a later date. 
Unchecked, fire destroys ~tterly. ·Fire :fighters 
do. share an ethical and moral commitment. to . 
· protect the public from- devastation by fire. . The 
image of. fire, fig~ters, •picketing a burning house,. 
clashes violently with.the tra~li~ional values. 
shared by .. professional fir~ fighters. Th'e con-
cern expressed by Dennis Smith and others is. 
thus u"~_derstandable. The conc.lusion" that fire. 
fighters should noi have the right to strike is, 
nevertheless, neither correct; nor acceptable •. : 
The right to strike is essential if fire fighters 
. are io m3intain thei:r standard of living and · 
achieve acc<!ptable working conditions. 
Employers--public and private--are not 
inclined to grant concessions to their employees . 
voluntarily. Nor· is is likely that they can be 
moved ·to gr~t c6ncessions by the most 
compelling logic or the most eloquent plea for 
equity. Long and bitter experience has taught 
workers that these approaches have impact only 
when coupled with s~rong and effective strike 
Binding arbitr~tion has been used as an ~ffective 
alternative in some situations. Arbitration is 
no pana:::ea, however. Interest arbitration can 
be a protracted and expensive process. 
It also t:esults in .an imposed s"oluti<?n rather than 
one which is forged by the 00 ntracting_ .parties-
. themselves .. Most significantly~ however, in 
·most cases, it is simply a non-existent ·. 
alternative. since where arbitration is not 
mandatory, it is ·typically refused by city 
officials.. ! :. - r:·: ... 
Can the practical realities of power.be accomo-
dated to the traditional values of the fire 
·fighter? Yes. With proper· organization, fire 
fighte~s· not only can, but already have, conduct-. 
ed effective strikes without disavowing their . 
commitment to safeguard the generai pu:tJlic from 
the threat of devastating fire. In short, ·fire--
fighters can and have conducted "ethical strikes." 
An example of such a strike occurred recently 
in Joliet, Illinois. 
On April 1, 1977, at 7:15 am, the members of 
lAFF Locals 44 and 2369 went on strike. The 
strike action came after almost 12 months of 
fruitless negotiation \vith the city ~dministration. 
The strike was 100% effective, with only the fire 
chief and one non-union employee not participat-
ing. Shortly after the onset of the strike, the 
Joliet city manager is~ued a statement assuring. 
the public that the city had taken steps to provide 
adequate fire protection by assigning supervisory 
personnel from other city departments to work 
the fire stations.·· 'i"he strike _continued soli~ 
through the· first and second day and waS· 
augmented by the action of the city workers, 
members of Local 440 AFSCME, who honored 
the picket lines established by thP fire "fighters. 
By the evening of the second day of the strike, 
these events apparently convinced the city to 
adopt a different approach to the strike. Ai:. 
9:30 pm, April 2nd, ·the city manager telephoned 
strike headquarters and told Mike lass that he . 
h~d just o~dered the Chief and allother personnel 
assigned to the fire stations during the strike. to 
go home. He further advised that, "the. City of 
Joliet, is now totally without fire protection," 
and that fire protection was now the res-ponsi-
bility of Locals 44 and 2369. There is reason to 
believe that the city manager's action represented 
a tactical move to create a crisis atmosphere in 
order to break the strike. Concurrent With the 
departure of. the Chief from the fire station, the 
city manager made direct personal .appeals to 
individual fire fighters on the picket line to 
abandon their stations and return to work. The 
City's move was not without effect. The 
immediate reaction of the local leadership was 
a genuine concern for the safety of the public. 
Urgent ·aUention was• 'immediately directed to 
de~ising a.response that would assure emer-
gency fire protection for the public without 
.undermining the integrity of the strike. 
In· a very ·short time, a decision was reached to 
.. contact Local 1544 IAFF, located in the 
neighboring city of Lockport, and request that 
Local 1544 provide five Off-duty fire fighters 
to work at the central fire station in the City of 
Joliet. Lockport Fire Chief Don Russell, who 
had recently retir-ed from the Joliet fire depaJ1- · 
m~~~.~-~ter_.28 .years, <;>f1 ser1vice, was· al,so contac-
ted and asked to accept command of the Lockport 
fi~·e fighters on emerg~~cy assignment in Joliet. 
Both Local 1544 and Chief Russell agreed to the 
these requests. By 9:45 pm, Chief Russell arid 
five Lockport fire fighters had arrived in Joliet. 
Str\,ke leaders issued passes to them which 
authorized them to pass through the picket lines 
at Joliet Central Station,; Steps were also 
· taken to establish communications and 
coordination betw.een the Lockport fire fighters 
anci two nine-person "flying squads" composed 
of members ofthe Joliet locals. Although not 
publicized; the "flying squads" had been formed 
on the first day of the strike to act on a stand-by 
basis in the case of serious fire emergency. 
This emergency arrangement continued in effect 
for the remaining six days of the Joliet strike. 
As a result, the citizens of Joliet did not suffer 
any serious fire damage during the cQurse of the · 
strike. 
By the fourth. day, the fire. fighters strike 
remained so.lid and the pressure on the city 
administration was increased by the 'decision of 
members of Local 440 AFSCME to also go on 
•. strik~. At this point, the City resorted to filing 
a complaint in Circuit Court, in an a~tempt to 
obtain an injunction against the strike. The · 
City's attempt was not successful. The Circuit 
Court judge deferred the question of issuing an 
immediate injunction and ordered both parties 
to undertake continuous around-the-clock 
negotiations to r~solve their disputes. The 
critical factor in the judge's decision not to issue 
the .injunction was the ·ability of the Joliet fire 
fighters to provide credible assurances that the 
citizens in Joliet would be provided adequate 
fire protection while the negotiations proceeded. 
It took an additional four days, but, on Good 
Friday, April 8th, final agreement was re.ached 
on the terms of a new contract and for the return 
to work which were overwhelmingly ratified by 
the memberships of Locals 44 and 2369; These 
terms included, an agreement by the City to pay 
the members of Lockport Local 1544 and Chief 
Russell for the services rendered to the city 
during the course of the strike. Lockport 
fire fighters· and Chief Russell elected. to 
contribute these monies to the Joliet Fire 
still tight tires 
Fighters Strike Fund. The solidarity established 
between the Lockport fire fighters and the Joliet 
fire fighters as a result of their cooperative 
strike action is reflected in the words of Joliet 
fire fighters Joe Walsh and Jim Locke, writing 
in th~ Summer issue of ·niinois Fire Fighter, 
who described the situation when the Joliet fire 
fighters returned to work ·in the following 
manner: 
"As Chief Russell and the members of the 
Lockport Local 1544 returned from their last 
fire run, Chicago News Reporters waited with 
local media reporters as the count-down began. 
At precisely 5:30 pm, April 8, 1977, Joliet fire 
fighters and fire officers marched pack on the 
job, amidst cheers, shouts, and words of 
thanks to the brothers of Local 1544 who had 
helped us during those trying times." 
At this point, it might be useful to examine more 
closely the tactical decision of the Joliet fire 
fighters to provide emergency fire protection 
during the course. of the strike. ·At first blus~, 
such a tactic would appear to be inconsistent 
with the purpose of a strike. The reader might 
ask, "By bringing in Lockport fire fighters to 
fight Joliet fires, were you not, in effect, 'scab-
bing' on your owp. strike?" The answer to this 
question depends on how one perceives a strike 
·action. If the reference point is a strike as it 
typically oc~urs in private industry, the answer 
would be yes. The clear objective of a strike in 
private industry is to shut down production. The 
more production shut dov.n·, the more effective 
the strike. This analysis, however, does not 
necessarily apply to strikes in the public sector. 
The basic objective of any strike is to apply 
pressure to the employer. Strikers apply 
pressure to the employer by u:;ing their control 
over their labor to take away from the-employer · 
something which the 'employer values,- or needs. 
The strikers then enter n_egotiations with the 
employer to establish the terms, i.e., 
improvements in wages and working conditions, 
under which the strikers will give back that 
which they have taken away. In the private 
sect~r a strike ideally shuts down. production 
and th;reby deprives the employer of profits. 
The greater the impact of the strike on the 
employer's profits, the greater is the pressure 
on the employer to meet the strikers' contract 
demands. Thus, any activity which results in a 
continu~ce of production represents .an attack 
on the strength of the strike and must be 
suppressed' by the strikers if possible. If one 
sees fire fighting. as the equivalent of produc-
tion work, it is easy. to understand how a 
tactical decision could be reached to est3;_blish 
pickets around a burning building. 
The pressure points in a public sector strike are 
not the same. They are both different and more · 
difficult to isolate and act upon. These 
differences, however, are what enabled .the 
Joliet fire fighters to provide emergency fire 
protection and also apply effective pressure in 
support of their bargaining demands. In a 
municipal s'etting, fire fighters must secure 
approval for their bargaining demands from the 
majority of the city council. The 'termination of 
services which results from a strike, however, 
has no direct impact on these officials resembling 
the impact that a loss of profits has on a private · 
employer. The direct impact of the strike is 
upon the residents of the community at large who 
have, ai: best, only indirect influence on these 
officials. In order to apply effective pressure, the 
strike action must take away, or threaten to 
·take away, from these officials something which 
, they value or need. Usually, the primary con-
cern of these officials is the maintenance of their 
own personal political power and .authority. . 
Properly organized, strikes can accomplish this 
while still providing emergency fire protection 
to the community at large. A strike by fire 
fighters, even a partial'one, creates an 
interruption of "business as usual. " It . 
establishes a condition in the community of what 
has, been described by IAFF President Howie 
McClennan, as "creative disorder." As such, 
the strike creates a tension in the community 
which the local politicians may perceive as 
potentially threatening to their political power. 
Strikes generate publicity and force local 
decision makers into a volatile public arena 
where their decisions will be evaluated on the 
basis of how quickly and· efficiently they are .able 
to return the c~mmunity to "business as usual." 
The strike results in a direct loss in the 
. personal authority. of these elected officials since 
they are no longer able to commapd the strikers._ 
In essence, the strikers take control over · 
delivery of fire protection away from the 
politicians. The strategic-objective in anyfire 
fighter's strike must be to establish and 
maintain a condition·of creative disorder, in a 
manner which maximizes the threat to the 
personal power and authority of the local elected 
politicians. With proper or;ganization, this 
objective can be achieved without resorting to 
the tactic of withholding emergency fire 
protection from the citizens at large. Actually, 
the Joliet strike tactic of calling in a company of 
fire fighters from Local.l544 increased the 
pressure upon the local politicians. Not only 
did it neutralize one of the city's strike-breaking 
tactics, but it also increased public sympathy 
toward the strikers. The tactic also did not 
restore personal authority to the politicians 
-s-ince both the volunteers from Locall544-and 
members of t.he "flying squads" were under the 
command of strike leaders. 
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Evidence of the embarrassment ca~sed to the 
politicians by this tactic may be found in the fact 
that after they discovered what had happened, 
they unilaterally broke a mutually agreed news 
blackout in .. order to issue a public statement 
which implied that they were respOnsible for. 
securing the e.mergeilcy help from Lockport. In 
the end, Joliet fire fighters were able· to give 
back to the mayor and ~::ity council of Joliet, 
"business as usual, " and their authority to direct 
the aff3.irs of the fire department in exchange 
for a fair settlement of their contract demands. 
Variations of the tactic used in Joliet have also 
been successfully employed in strikes in Danville, 
Evanston, and Lexington, Kentucky. Of course, 
this does not mean that any single tactic will 
ensure a successful conclusion to a givet?strike. 
A strike produces disorder in a community, 
which in turn, produces the energy that can lead 
to a positive settlement. Properly utilized, the 
tactic of providing emergency fire protection 
during the strike, places a limit onthe disorder 
without choking off the pressures generated by 
the strike. Additional and complementary 
tactics must be formulated and creatively applied 
by the strikers and their leaders. The most 
critical of these are tactics which will force the 
politicians to sit down at the bargaining table 
with the strike leaders and negotiate the strike 
to settlement, Nhile the strike remains in pro,-
~· 
· In addltion to the moral and ethical considerations, 
there are serious practical dangers in conducting 
·a fire fighters strike without placing limits on 
disorder. In the short term, while such a strike 
can be ~uccessful, it can also elicit repressive 
-reactions which can overwhelm the strike. The 
most serious dangers lie in the long-term impact. 
An unlimited strike can act as a provocation 
which will mobilize the formation of broad-based 
efforts to enact repressive legislation. There 
is no interition here to_criti.cize the good will of 
the brothers in Dayton. After great forbearance, 
they initiated a strike and· attempted to make it 
as effective as possible. Their decision to' 
use tactics whiii:h are commonplace in the private 
sectur/is uqder~tandable in the absence of any 
cle~ alternative. There can be no question 
that the Dayton strike has been seized upon by 
reactionary and anti-labor forces as a pretext 
for shackling the i:fforts of fire fighters to 
secure fair working cmditions from recalcitrant 
and obstinate city administrations. The tactics 
used in the Joliet strike may provide, a model 
which is more adaptable to the special concerns 
ur.d circumstances of fire fighters. 
By Mik~ ~ass and J. Dale Berry· 
Legend of· the • Silver Sp8nner 
. · h out, the hoses were repa.cked, and the I returned to the four men standing It was close to midnight, well 1nto t e · f · I 
f . "k equ1"pment was returned to its next to the idling ire eng1ne. fifth day of the Joliet 1re str1 e. h ·f h" 
d f 1 proper place. asked t em 1 . t 1s strange occurrence Suddenly, I was jarre rom_my s eep happened at every fire since the 
by the piercing wail of a s1ren. I strike. 
looked out my bedroom window--the large I had to find out.who those ghostly/ 
two story house across the street was figures were. I quickly dre'ssed and 
a miss of flames~ headed for the grou~ of men across the 
A red and white Joliet fire engine, 
with four Lockport firefighters on it, 
rumbled to a stop in front of the . 
burning home. Hose was being pulled, 
equipment was being hurriedly taken 
off the truck, ladders were be1ng 
removed from their racks--the· 
formidable task seemed an impossi~ 
bility for just four men. 
street. The short walk 6nly took a 
few minutes, but when I arrived, the 
only people t~ere were the four Lock-
port firefighters. 
-
I asked them who were those men all 
dressed in black. The four men gave 
me a knowing smi"le. They, ,said, "We 
don't really know, they disappeared as 
quickly as they airived, but they did 
leave one thing: a small hand tool 
that all firefighters are familiar 
with. It's still over there, on the 
front· porch." 
I walked ov~r to the front porch, 
They said y~s it did, and not only 
in Joliet, but in Sp~ingfield, 
Danville, Evanston, and Lexington, 
Kentucky as well. 
They are tne mysterious men of the 
Squad of the Silver Spanner. 
here. 
--Rick Parks,· 
April 5, 1977 
Suddenly, shadowy figures dressed in 
long black co~ts and helmets began to 
materialize from the surrounding gloom, 
they began assisting the four fire-
fighiers; they put on air masks, 
grabbed axes, ladders, hoses, they 
began attacking the fearsom~ blaze. 
Soon it,was all over, .the f1re was .. 
went up the steps, and thete, glea~ing 
in the moonlight·, carefully placed 6~ 
the welcome mat, lay a shiny new · .. , 
s te..:-r t~J'lJ!.:,·;.~.i)iWirfc,:.§.i?~~~\.n#.!JioJ \'H"ilt!'\Ohl:· .il!ol;f! I i~.:, , ; i >j; ;:; "; :·,-:; 't~;; ;-;; :; :.:. . , ·. · \i'•/:::: .. ~.~(~;';:, ~:.;·, :: ~ =~--~--~--~~~~~~~~~~--~~ 
Normal locks up 
In the Deep South,_ they used to call them "road 
gangs"--chained men laboring under the 
sweltering sun, while a deputy with a shotgun 
on his lap chaws tabbacker on the hill. 
Chain gangs make good movies·, fulL of 
oppression, excitement an_d escape' scenes. 
They also made- terrible nightmares for peo'ple 
sentenced to "60 days on the gang."-
A vision of Mississippi, Alabama or Georgia 
perhaps, but not of Normal, Illinois, at least 
not until March 3l, 1978. 
On that date, Judge William' Caisley took 
- unprecedented action. He sentenced an entire / 
city department's work force to a 42-day term 
of jail and work. 
Since then, the. firefighters have spent half of 
their sentenc~ working under armed guard at 
the Normal Fire Station, -and half in the 
county jail. 
Over 3 years ago, some of the men organized 
Local 2442 of the International Association of 
Fire Fighters (AFL-CI()). By Oct. '77, all the 
men had signed up, and negotiations began 
between the town of Normal and the union. 
Tlie town's bargainers immediately stalled on one 
These folks were among 200 
strike supporters who attended a rally 
at the Law and Justice Center just 
before the firefighters were j~led. 
issue--the union memhers had chosen a_· captain 
and lieutenant to sit on their bargaining team. -
The town refused to negotiate, claiming the 
officers were management, unable to coine under 
union contract, and ineligible to bargain for the_ 
union.-
By March 20, things had come to a head. _Four 
firefighters had already been reprimanded for 
union activity, and the city council passed an 
ordinance prohibiting-officers from coming 
under union contract. 
Seeing no alternative, the firefighters walked out_ 
on March 21, precipitating the longest firefighters' 
strike in history. 
Firefighters don't strike often, because a 
firefighters' strike is illegal. Illinois public 
employees have no right 1to collective bargaining, 
and no right to strike. 
The firefighters risked their livelihood and 
positions in an illegal strike, knowing that the 
city would use its full legal powers against 
them. 
For help in applying that legal pressure, the r.ity 
hired- some experts--the international law firm 
of Seyfarth and Shaw, specialists in public 
employee union-busting. After two recent losses 
to fitefighter unions in ·other cities, Seyfarth and 
Shaw badly needed a victory in Normal. 
But t_he Chicago lawyers and the town of Normal 
were up- against something greater than they 
expected--a solid and de-termined union.-
The firefighters' attorney said it was '_'a classic 
ca:5e of civil disobedience." Judge Caisley said 
it was contempt of court. He sentenced the 
firefighter~ to probation, and ordered a return -
to work. 
' The firefighters agreed, but gave the town until 
8 a.m. the next_ day· to negotiate. If they didn't 
get a contra'ct, they agreed to strike again; 
violating their probation.· 
The town, believing that once firefighters 
returned 'to work they would stay, negotiated 
half-heartedly, until 3 a.m . 
• 
Good as their word, the firefighters began their 
second 100% strike in the morning. 
The firefighters went back to the picket lines, 
battling the town. But at no tiJI1e did they 
endanger the citizens, since they responded 
to every fire alarm. 
Negotiations dragged on as the town and Seyfarth & 
Shaw stalled. And the town felt it h·ad the court as 
' ·-its trump card'--expecting the firefighters' 
BELOW: After a day of "work release, Normal firefighters are transported 
back to the McLean County jail. .. 
striking· firelighterS' 
probation to be revoked, town officials hoped a 
stiff fine or jail sentence would break the strike. 
The courtroom was tense on March 31, as laborers, 
s.tudents ~nd families gathered to support the 
firefighters. 
The judge read his original conditions of probation, 
and one by one the strikers rose and faced the court, 
declaring their guilt before applauding supporters. 
After revoking their probation, Judge Caisley 
sentenced the union's negotiating team (4 men) to 
42 days in jail, and asked the city to go to the 
jail for. negotiations. 
Then ·caisley se~tenced the other 20 men to 42 days 
also, but required them to continue fire', service. 
o~ an every-other..:day "work release" prograin. 
24 firefighters, 42 days in jail. 
Local 2442 of the International Association of 
Firefighters. 
24/42 
A strange twist of courtroom irony. 
Judge Caisley said he regretted his decision, but 
felt he had ·no legal choice. Ac:cording to state 
law, the striking rnen are criminals, arid he ·had 
no legal power to force the city to negotiate in · 
good faith. The judge could only encourage the 
town to negotiate by forcing it to pay wages for 
fire service and deputy guards -- $5-6, 000 a 
week. 
The 25th firefighter, Captain John McAtee, was 
not sentenced--he was on vacation when the 
strike began, and was n0t covered by the original 
back-to-work order. 
Displaying the solidarity which has made the 
Normal firefighters famous, McAtee rose and 
addressed the court. Saying his actions in 
joining the strike showed he was also violating 
the spirit of the law; __ Mc~tee _as_kect, to,?,«;: __ . .., .. ,., 
sentenced to jail, too. Though 1mpressed by 
McAtee's courage, the judge declined. 
Negotiations continued half-heartedly and 
sporadically until April 14, when the city 
made its "final offer," which the firefighters 
unanimously rejected, 
.As the first month of the strike passed and the 
half-way point in the jail sentence v.;as reached, 
the firefighters and their families remained · 
determined to win. a fair and decent contract: 
a contract which includes the captains and 
lieutenants, who struck with tlie firefighters--a 
contract which ensures a total anmesty for -· 
·' 
strikers and which ensures a fair and balanced 
balanced standal'd of wages and benefits. 
The town, meanwhile, threatened to fire the 
:strikers and began advertising for new 
. firefi~hters. 
.'~ut political pressure and, popular support for the 
jailed men· pointed to political suicide for the 
· town council and staff if they continued their 
stonewalling. 
The strike continues. At 8 a.m. every morning, 
the chain g~g is resurrected. A truckload of 
fir~fighters are brought to Normal Fire Station 
#1 for another 24-hour shift, and the second crew 
is returned to jail. 
But these men do not walk with stooped backs or 
dragging feet. They walk tall; firmly and freely. 
They yell, cheer and give the victory sign. 
The Town of Normal can,~in:in_the-'courts. •The· 
Town of Normal can have their firefighters_ 
jail;d, forced to give service. The Town of 
Normal can stonewall at the negotiating table · 
or threaten firing. 
But there i~one thiu'g-the Town of Normal has 
proven unable to' dci, and that is' break t_he 
spirit of 24 firm ·.firefighters and their families, 
who will survive jail and forced labor till their 
rights are recognized. 
. - --MGM 
BELOW: A McLean C~unty. deputy guards firefighters on the first evening of. 
their forced "work release" program. The stz:ikers ,a~e clapping after . " ... 
hearing supportive s~mgs sung by ISU _students who marched from the campus 
for a show of solidarity. · 
· iscus·s 'the content" 
ron•nh'"''t ·,,rcmoslil.as long ·lJ.S· Capt~in FriUJk 
:'Hari.over. • · •Jim .W~tson· remainei:l on 1:he : 
union's rlegotiatirig'{eari\.: The union insisted thaJ ·. 
its' members have.th~ right to:choose their own . 
. repr~senJativ~s in pol!ective bargiliriing. 
' ' ' .. ' ' ' . ~ 
Fri~- Mar~h. 2·· ··. The Blo~miniton-
:Normal Trades and·Labor. Assembly pledged 
support to Norn1aLfirefighters: 'In a letter sent' 
to Normal City official!'?,. the labor grou,p apcused. 
the city of using "union busting taCtics." 
Tues. March 7 · .The-·Ncmnal 
· Town Council m~t iri a 2, i/2 hour closea . .ctoo~ .. 
'session about firefighteistalk~(~liile foul' ; ,, . 
infotirl~tioriai pi~kets outside· hm?-ded: o~t .• . . 
stateme'nts :of s~pport:frO'm the Trades: ~nd. Labor 
' • • ' ' • • v ·->; - ••• 
· As9erhbly. 
· Mon~·· .. ,M·a.rch:t3 . -:. ~A:llother· 
·barg:;tirli'ngsessiop,, n0,W,Il,e{,e,
1 
an~.the·city . 
'cpunciL · · ·· e9sio.n aga.m. 
;city 
cou'ia 
. ·.·' 
Community_ sings, shouts-, 
Nor~al, 'lllinois, is not the-kind.of town where 
you expect to find union battles and a commun-ity 
in uproar. 
In a town like Normal, citizens rarely attend· 
city council meetings. Even more rarely, do they 
turn out to condemn_ and shout down their 
elected representatives. 
A campus town like Normal expects a little 
ABOVE: ISU students joined other firefighter 
supporters at a candlelight vigil March 28. '\ 
Only three basic issues have been 
preventing settlement of Normal's 
firefighters' strike 
Am~esty is the fi:t:'st ·issue. _ All 
along, the firefighters have been 
asking that they not be punished with 
suspension, dismissals or ~ther 
reprisals for participating in the . 
strike. , 'Normal refused to agr-ee- unt_ii 
their April 14 "final offer," when. the 
city final+y offered amnesty. 
Maintenance of Benefits is the second 
issue. Basically, firefighters are 
asking for the same benefits they 
enjoyed before the strike, only in 
writing. The city proposed a new 
method of figuring fringe benefits 
that would actually, leave the 
firefighters JO% less than they haa 
before. 
In later offers, the town agreed to 
maintain present benefits for the 
firefighters currently employed if the 
union would agree to a fringe benefit 
cut for future firefighters. The 
city's proposal laid the foundatior. 
for a divided union, and the 
firefighters refused to accept. 
Firefighters are not on strike asking 
for more-money. Their contract 
proposals do include a raise, but the 
strikers -are asking· only for the same 
raise they had already been promised, 
But fire-fighters want the city 
committed, in writing, to its 
promises. 
campus rowdiness.- Rarely do students and 
laborers seriously unite to force an issue. 
_And in a sleepy, middle-class community, how 
many people will get up at 7:30_ a.m. to shout and 
cheer for "jrulbirds"? 
Normal, Illinois, has gone through some changes 
this month: changes brought down by an 
intransigent city council, a determined group 
'of firefighters and their families, electrified by 
supportive students and labor. 
The firefighters of Normal went on strike on 
March 21. _But they continued to perform fire 
service, hoping to convince the. -city to 
negotiate with them. 
The town hoped jailing the men would br.eak their 
spirit. The town council didn't realize the 
suwort and heat this would produce. ' 
The first mass support action for the strikers 
was a candlelight vigil March 28, the evening 
the men returned to work for 20 hours to await 
a settlement. ·'.'.'hile negotiations -took place, a 
crowd of 50-150 gathered, singing songs and' 
anxiously waiting throughout the night for word 
on negotiations. The city, however, stalled, 
forcing the men to strike again the next morning. 
The following Friday, March 31, a crowd of 
approximately 200 supporters crowded the 
chambers of Judge William Caisley, applauding 
the strikers when they announc-ed their "guilt" 
of striking and received their jail sentence. 
_Mobilizing to sUpport, a broad front of labor, 
students and strikers' families swung into 
action. Labor staffed picket lines. President 
Lloyd Watkins of ISU was christened with his 
first "sit-in," as a group of students and 
laborers went up for a "~isit" after he refused 
._to meet with them. 
::;tudents continued to picket, attempting to 
presstJre the ISU administration to action. The 
evening the firefighters were jailed, March 31, 
students held a candlelight vigil outside '!;!.ovey _ 
Hall, ISU adminis_tration buili:iing, "parading -
_bef~~e a silent building bec~use of a:·si1enf- _ 
administration. " Later they marched on Fire -
Station Number 1, serenading the now-imprisoned 
men. 
On April1, the first morning when men were 
transferred from the reglilar county jail to 
[What are 
The-make-up ci:t the bargaining unit. is 
the third, and most difficult issue to 
resolve-, 
The city claims that of the fire 
& -signs its -suppo·rt 
county jail # 2 (Fire Station #1), they received 
a surprise. 
A crowd waited, cheering and eager, siipportive 
of the striking men. Day by day the crowd grew, 
a phenomena of solidarity, song and support. In 
rain or sunshine, wives, students, citizens and 
labor gathered to clap and cheer for the jailed 
strikers. · 
They bounced from the paddy wagon, leaping with 
upraised fists. They cheered back. 'J.'he crowd 
sang and clapped; wives and children ran forward 
for a quick hug and kiss before deputies could 
intervene. 
Support continued through the·day. McLean County 
labor, united with the firefighters~ malntaiied 
a 12-hour daily picket line. Citizens donated food 
for the strikers and their families. Daily, fire 
departments and union locals of other cities came 
to share in the P.i~ket duties. 
On March 3, the stonewalling city council had the 
surprise of their lives, as over 400 laborers, 
citizens, students and firefighters' families 
gathered at Normal city hall, packing the coun.cil 
chambers. The crowd, incensed by provocative 
statements from councilpersons Jocelyn Bell 
and Paul Harmon, closed down the proceedings 
with shouts; jeers,. chants and songs. 
Two weeks later, the crowd returned, only to be 
barred from the door.· Peacefully, the crowd 
assembled outside for some guerilla theatre, 
where the city council, peering down for the 
"light of the end of the tunnel," found that light 
to be a locomotive, numbered 2442 (as in Local 
2442 of the International. Association of . 
Firefighters) which promptly sent.them flying. 
Over 70 state troopers, county deputies, 
Bloomington and Normal patrolmen plus ISU 
security gathered--obviously not to watch the 
· theatrical premiere. 
From theatre, new songs and long days on the 
picketline, the ~irefighters have fO\md support 
from a cross section of thecomm_im:ity.- · · · 
Canvassing, leafletting, gathering petitions· and 
eonvincui.g local businesses to support the : . 
firefighters, a coalition of labor, students and 
firefighters' wives have provided ari active and . 
local support. 
Th~ firefighters are in jail, unable to strikeor. 
withdraw their labor. Dignity demands that they 
hold fast, ignore threats, and continue to strike 
until. a settlement is reached. 
But you can't. picket from jail •. You can't go to 
city c;olll)cii meetings or talk ~o your neighbors. 
And if the city wins, politics will continue "as· 
··usual" in Normal, with little recourse for change 
or-action. 
. . 
So labor, students, families and citizens support· 
their firefighters, knowing their victory is ·a. 
victory for all ~d a beginning of some new 
changes in quiet.ol' :Normal, Olinois, 
Supporters· cheer a new. shift of firefighters arriving from jail. 
the issueS?} 
department's 27 employees, -captains·, 
lieutenants and fire inspectors are 
management, and therefore not eligible 
to be represented by the union in 
collective bargaining. The ci-:t;y 
originally wanted to limit the 
bargaining unit to only 16 employees. 
But- the officers do not see themselves 
as management--they are union members 
and want to be included in the union-
negotiated contract. Captains, · 
lieutenants, and the fire inspector 
all went on strike, and went to jail. 
That is how they voted on the 
bargaining unit question. Since the 
union argues that all 25 employees who 
actually fight fires should be in the 
bargaining unitl the union is willing 
to exclude only the chief and the 
assistant chief. 
The city argues that the captains and 
lieutenants are supervisors; and 
therefore management. The union 
disputes the officers' alleged 
supervisory role, and says the-
officers are "lead workers"i they 
funct:i,on like football quar.terbacks--
they are still members of the team 
even though they call the plays while 
on the field. 
Normal says there must be a 
representative of management-working 
on each shift. Since the chief and 
assistant chief ~re not always around, 
the city looks to the capt~ins and 
lieutenants. 
In Bloomington, captains and 
lieutenants are part of the bargaining 
unit. But Bloomington's department 
employs more assistant chiefs, who are 
not represented-in collective 
bargaining .• 
To satisfy N_ormal 1 s need for 
"management presence"· and allow 
officers in the bargaining unit, the 
two negotiating teams tossed around 
ideas for creating additional 
assistant chiefs positions which would 
be excluded from the bargaining unit. 
But no concrete proposal-developed. 
In Iowa, the controversy over whether 
captains and iieutenants should be in 
or out of the bargaining unit was 
settled.in March. The ·Iowa Supreme 
Court ruled 6-J that the fire officers 
could be represented by the union. 
On WJBC Forum April 14, Gloria Elvidge 
explained· the motives for No'rmal' s 
hard-line stance.· 
"What the town bf Normal is doing is a 
recognized, well-known commonly 
attempted tool to reduce the 
negotiating number of a union group to 
the-lowest common denominator--thus 
put.t.i,.ng the most pressure on the least 
number of union members to gain the 
greater advantage at the bargainirig 
table." 
The future streng.th of the union 
itself is .at stake in the bargaining 
unit debate---that's why the two sides 
are fighting this issue so fiercely. 
(More on this in an adjoining 
article.) 
Strike supporters shut 
It.was about five minutes.before the 
Normal Town Council meeting was set . 
·to begin on April J. I wandered. tci 
the back offices where Mayor Richard 
Godfrey and ·other council members 
were trying to compose themselves; 
getting ready to face the· crowd. 
In the council meeting area, there 
was standing room only, and.not much 
of H. At least 200 supporters of 
jailed firemen were. chanting and 
clapping in unison, "free the fire-' 
fighters,·free the firefighters," 
while another 200 more-,-prevented by 
police and locked doors from entering 
city .hall--rallied in support 
outside. Preparing coverage for 
Wednesday's national broadcast of the 
Harry Reasoner Report, an ABC film 
crew panned· the crowd and recorded·: . 
ABOVEi. A smiling Dick Godfrey· greeted 
photographers .. minutes before the April · 
3 town coU!'icil meeting began, 1be 
mayor·wasn't smiling £or long; 
. their· inces~ant rhythmic_·: demand::· 
"free the fir~fighters, free the 
firefighters.,.. 
The crowd~. s unified chanting and 
:clapping generated an inspiring 
energy that dominated the council 
chambers and-communicated an · 
unmistakable and strong·message1 
these laborers, rubber workers, 
teamsters, garbage workers, these 
teachers, electricians·, bus drivers,: 
carpenters and machin~sts, these 
Bloomington firefighters, out of 
town firefighters, these UAW 
members, striking farmers, and 
ISU students, and these wives and 
friends.of the jailed strikers, all 
these 400 gathered tonight support 
the Normal firefighters, and that 
support is here right now, and·the 
city council had be.tter deal with it. 
To the council members, the scene 
must have looked ominous, as the 
chanting.continue.d, and continued, 
and continued, the crowd's·voices 
and clapping building and building · 
in intensity. Th·e council members 
must have felt under seige. 
-So as I watched the grim faces of 
the town council members, I asked 
Mayor Godfrey, ,'.~Wha.t are ·you going 
to doT' · · 
"Oh, 'do our usual soft shoe routine 
and break into a .. chorus of the Star 
Spangled Banner," the mayor replied. 
"After all, this is what they pay us 
the fat salaries for," the.$)600-,a-
year part:..time mayor joked. 
Godfrey's high spirits didn't last 
long. 
******·** ******* ******** ******** 
Taking the mayor's chair to begin 
the meeting, Dick Godfrey warned 
that ~he firefighters•· issue was not 
on the agenda, and so the full 
coUncil would not discuss it. 
Prepared statements from .individual 
council members were allowed, but 
no statements from citizens. A 
few boos and catcalls followed; but 
Godfrey's stern warnings and gavel 
poundings quieted them:. · · 
First insult 
Council members Paul Harmon and 
Jocelyn Bell read prepared statements 
that were so aggressive and so 
insulting to the firefighters that 
. the crowd .became infuroiat~d. ~h:3. _ 
crowd•'-S, ,angry .rowdineSf? ,. WhiC!"\-~:l~ter. 
shut down the council's meeting; can 
. be ·tr'aced to Bell: and Harmon •·s . 
pr6.vocative statements. 
Claiming that the firefighters 
"·brought it all on themselves," 
council member Harmon denied that 
the town council put-·the strikers in 
jail. He further insulted the 
·· · 'fire.fighters by implying that they 
were puppets being manipulated b¥ 
BELOW: Supporters cheer as the firefighters file into the county police van 
for the trip back to the county jail. The strikers "work releas·e" sentence · 
handed down by Judge Caisley calls for the firefighters to aiternately spend 
24 houn{ on dUty and 24 hours in jail.' 
.,·,' 
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down co.uncil meeting 
the "outsiders"-.-union attorney Dale 
Berry, whose competence and.ethics 
Harmon questioned, and International 
F~r~fighter Asso~iation representative 
M1ke Lass, whose handling of the 
negotiations Harmon iabeled "a 
disaster." · 
Delivering his entire three pages of 
distortions in a smug, snippy tone 
which further angered the crowd, 
Harmon was frequently interrupted by 
the crowd's roars of indignant 
outrage. 
The mayor's stern gavel-pounding--
combined with the ·solemn mumblings of 
such pieties as "duly constituted 
body" and "no outbreaks will be 
tolerated"--temporarily contained 
the crowd's angry retorts. 
But as the astonished onlookers 
realized that Godfrey intended to let 
each council member slander the 
firefighters without rebuttal, their 
anger grew. 
As coUncil member Jocelyn Bell began, 
Godfrey's gavel-pounding grew more 
frequent,. and his warnings escalated: 
as he threatened to have people· 
removed. 
''Outside agitators" 
Believe it or not, Jocelyn Bell 
actually used the words· "outside 
agitators"· to explain why the fire-
fighters·were not accepting the city's 
offers.· 
Bell never finished her statement--
she was drowned.out by firefighter 
supporters demanding a chance.to 
reply. The mayor's face got redder 
as his pious warnings we~e also 
drowned out. The council· finally 
called a recess, and retreated to 
the back offices. 
Captain John McAtee, the only striker 
'not . ..i:sentenced·'to .. jail", ·obta;ined·""'-
permission to address the council when 
they returned to continue th~ meeting. 
McAtee's simple honest sincerity was 
a sharp contrast to the attitudes 
council members expressed. As a 
captain; McAtee pointed out, he had 
joine~ the union and gone.on strike. 
Other captains and lieutenants had 
gone·to jail. Why wouldn't the 
council recognize this and negotiate 
on the issue of officers in'the 
bargaining unit? he asked. · 
Challenging the council to poll 
the strikers, McAtee denied that Lass 
and Berry wer~ controlling the union 
members; McAtee received loud 
applause when he charged that Harmon's 
and Bell's statements were an abuse 
of the fortim c+eated by their elected 
positions. 
Mayor Godfrey's attempted reply was 
interrupted by boos. When Godfrey 
managed to quiet the· crowd inside 
city hall, shouts and chants from 
the rally outside drifted in.· When· 
Godfrey's reply was finally shouted 
down, the council rec·essed once more. 
Returning, the council attempted to 
deal with their regular business, 
totally ignoring the assembled 
citizens. 
Red faces · 
Boos, catealls', ·claps and chants 
grew to a roar. Motions before the 
council were met by shouts of yea 
and nay, making a vote impossible. 
The gavel banged, faces reddened, 
and tempers flared. 
,_,....-
While Godfrey delivered one.more 
warning to the crowd, theboos 
suddenly turned to cheers. ·A 
puzzled Godfrey turned to the city· 
manager to find out why• When the 
red-'fei'ced mayor was informed that the 
young woman behind him had (think 
back to· sixth· grade) put rabbit ears 
behind his head, the gavel pounded 
for the last time. The meeting was· 
over. The council retreated to the 
back rooms. and stayed. there. All 
regular business· was postponed to 
the next·Council meeting. 
But the assembled citizens were 
not ready to end the meeting. 
Anxious to.try out the plush chairs 
they paid for, citizens held their · 
own city counciL meeting, passing 
resolutions in favor ot a fair 
contract'; and. sentencing the Town· 
Council· to 42 da.ys hard labor under 
police guard, commissioned to fix 
every pothole in the streets .of 
Normal. 
When 13 off-duty cops were called in 
to supplement the. 7 already·. present 
Chief McGuire warned that the city· 
hall would be cleared in five minutes. 
To avoid a confrontation, · 
firefighters' suppo:r;'ters. left. 
BELOW: Hundreds of firefighter supporters packed the April 3 town council ~eeting April 3. 
When the council refused to discuss the jailed strikers,· the· crowd responded with jeers, boos, 
chants and sh?uts, eventually forcing the council to adjourn without .. completing its ~enda. · 
The main issue preventing settlement 
.of the N.ormal.firefighters strike is 
deciding the make-up of the bargaining 
unit; that is, deciding which 
employees would be covered by a union~ 
negotitated contract and which 
.. employees would not. 
The detailed and technical arguments 
about who is or isn't management . 
sometimes dim the real meaning of the 
bargaining unit question1 will any 
strong public employee union.be 
permitted to surv'ive in Normal? 
The city's apparerit answer to this 
.question is responsible for the 
frequently-heard charges 'that the 
city's real strategy is union-busting. 
From the beginning, the city has tried 
to keep the bargaining unit 
as small as possible, by trying to 
exclude captains, lieutenants, fire 
~nspectors, and probationary 
employees. The .city wanted the union 
to bargain for only 16 of the 
department's 27 employees. 
. But all the captains, 1 leu tenants. 
fire inspectors and probationary ' 
employees wanted to be in the 
bargaining unit--they wanted 
collective bargaining and they wanted 
the union to represent them. They all 
went on strike, and to jail. The 
· union wants to represent" ali 25 of 
the ~orkers who·actually fight fires, 
leav1ng only the chief and the . . 
as~istant chief out of the. bargaining 
un1t. 
The smaller the proportion of · 
employees in the bargaining unit; ·the 
weaker the uniop--that's the city's 
strategy. Under the city's original 
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"We're not asking for a penny more. in 
benefits," :mion a~torney Dale Berry 
was quoted 1n the Chicago Tribune. 
"We are even willing to give them a 
no-strike clause'. All we want is a 
contract and recognition of all the 
m~n a~ me~bers, and yet they're 
f~g~t1ng 1t. _They're. just trying to 
d1v~de the un1op so they can bust it." 
Charges of "union busting tactics" 
were heard even before the strike 
b~gan, because.the town insisted that ' 
f1r!'! department officers could.not sit 
on the union's.negotiating team. For 
five months, the union's 29-p.oint· 
contract proposal was never even 
discussed because city off~cials 
steered talks into discussions about 
whc;> co';lld or could not repres.ent the 
un1on 1n contract talks. 
City officials know that other city . 
w~rkers are watching the firefighters' 
f1ght for an effective union. "The 
city figures if they can beat us, the 
other departments·. won't go union ".the 
Chicago Tribune quoted union pre~ident 
Ron Lawson. · 
Last union busted 
Norm~l busted an ~ttempted union among 
Publ1c Works employees in the summer 
of ~9?J. and the same key city 
adm1n1strators now battling the 
firefighters were responsible, City 
Manager Dave Anderson told a public 
works employee, according to a 197J 
Post-Amerikan story on the union-
bus.ting.. · 
Iri 197), the city simply refused to 
recog~i~e the union as th~· employees' 
barga~n1ng agent. strikers were 
immediately ordered to go back to work /;:Y 
or get fired. 
After successfully busting the Public 
Wor~s.emp~oyees' union, why did city 
off1c1als voluntarily agree to · 
recognize th~ firefighters union? 
The public. works uriion was we.aker than 
the firefighters from the beginning. 
At least 25% of the department·never 
even sign~d union cards, and only 8 of 
the 1) un1on members went·on strike. · 
In.cont'>;ast, the firefighters had 100% 
un1on s1gn-\1P .(and later, two 100% · 
walk-outs. ) . ·. ·. . . · ·. · · 
Wh~n facedwith.the·request :for a 
un1on election last'suinmer, city 
---~ .. -. .....;....._ No,mal'·s, ·· 
· Normill city manager Dave Anderson, an anti-
union hard-liner. , In a ~973 Post-Amerikan 
story about Normal busting an attempted union 
in its public works department, Anderson was 
quoted saying,. ·"Unions have outlived their 
usefulness." 
lirnit bargaining unit 
to keep unio-11 weak 
p~e 11 
officials knew that the entire fire 
department suppor-t,ed the. union. An 
outright refusal to jeal with the 
union would probably ~t~engthen anti-
management sentimen:l;. 
City officials settled on t'his 
strategy: they would agree to the 
union, and recogniz~ it as the. 
firefighters' bargaining agent, as 
long as the city could insure that 
~he union would be weak. 
Limiting the size of the bargaining 
unit was the key to the .city's plan. 
If the city could split captains, 
lieutenants, fire inspectors and 
probationary employees away form the 
union, it would be weak enough for · 
city officials to live with 
comfortably. ' 
From the time firefighters first asked 
for a formal election and union 
recognition in late June, 1977, the 
make-up of the bargaining unit was an 
issue. It took almost three months 
of negotiations to settle the ternis 
and conditions of the vote for' a ' 
union, which ordinarily is a. simple 
procedure. · 
Election 
But the city insisted that officers 
and probationers were not eligible to 
vote. Rather than hassle with that 
before the union even had the formal 
-right to bargain for firefighter.s, 
union representatives agreed to the 
town's conditions for the union 
election: only 16 of the department's 
27 employees could vote. But the 
union added one stipulation which came 
back to haunt the city: nothing in 
the election agreement would limit the 
scope of future bargaining. 
(In other words, the union left the 
door open to re-negotiate the make-up 
of the bargaininp unit.) 
··<- --
In late September, the un1on won the 
election 16-0. In mid-October, the 
town council officially recognized the 
union as the firefighers' bargaining 
agent. 
According to union International 
representative Mike Lass, city 
officials thought they had already won 
the bargaining unit issue (and ensured 
a weak union) when they let only 16 
firefighters vote in the election. 
When. the union handed the city a 29-
point contract proposal two days 
later, the fight was on. The union's 
plan included officers in the 
bargaining unit. 
The union's negotiating team included 
two officftrs, and the city objected. 
At first the city insisted on the 
officers sitting on the City's 
negotiating team, to represent 
management!. 
For five months, the two sides did not 
get to talk about the conterit of the 
contract, because the city only 
talked about dropping officers from 
the union's negotiating team. 
Eventually, city negotiators 
threatened to ask the city council to 
either withdr~w recognition for the 
union, or pass an ordinance positively 
removing captains and lieutenants from 
the bargaining unit. 
·Strike authorized 
' By the time that city council meeting· 
rolled·around, the firefighters union 
told president Ron Lawson to call a 
strike if the city council took. either 
action. · " 
On March 20, the council passed the 
ordinance excluding captains and 
lieutenants from the bargaining unit, 
and the strike began the next day. 
By mid-April, the city had concede·d 
that the two probationary employees 
could be represented in collective 
bargaining, and had "pretty much" 
conceded the issue oh lieutenants, 
according to Mike Lass, a member. of 
the union's negotiating team. 
As the Post-Amerikan goes to pre.ss •.. 
Normal still hasn't agreed to let fire 
inspec.tors and captains be covered by 
a union· c•ontrac't'. ·,:~The··' strike· wil-:1."-- · 
continue until the town changes its 
position, according to union attorney 
Dale Berry. · 
stories oh the firefighters 1 strike. were· written by 
Mike Matejka, Dan LeSeure, & Mark Silverstein. 
bargaining· team ______ ......_ _____ _ 
Normal's city attorney, Frank Miles has earned 
himself the label "master of misrepresentation" 
in his role as· chief spokesperson for the town's 
negotiating team. In one bargaining session, 
Miles deeply angered strikers by asserting that 
firefighting is a "cushy, racket job." 
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As assistant city manager, Carl Sneed handles 
day-:to-day labOr relations for Normal. Sneed 
convinced strikers that the town would not bar-
. gain in' good faith when he told two of them that 
the city coupcil "would let buildings burn" 
before moving on the bargaining unit issue. 
, Governor Jam~s Thomps()tl· · ·' 
•; ·announ''"d at ·a Peoria' news conference· that· h~ 
:had. turhed down Milyor~Godfi-~y' s req~~sr th~t ·. 
:th~·n~ti()nai.guarcl~:-~op~lized., '". · · ' · 
'o~~ '·-' •· ~,<; ;;-'' '' ,'> ~,,,., ·~·:,,4' • : • ,',• 
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~ :rD reaction to the shutdown oftheir l'asftown,. 
·~~m~~~~;~~~~~¢·~·1'·•··;· .. 
~we· represent .the 
Normal C. Counci 1 is a white man, , 
almost 40 years old, who works for 
a large anti-union employer, who 
lives in a $70,000 house in 
Precinct 2, who. 
* * * 
In spite of polls and petitions to 
the contrary, the Normal City 
Council has insisted throughout 
the firefighters' strik~ that only 
it knows wha~ the citizens of 
Normal want. 
Twice Peoria television station 
WMBD, Channel 31, did surveys that 
showed more people in Normal 
supported the firefighters than 
opposed them. 
The first survey,.done Narch 30 to 
April 2, showed that 44% of 341 
randomly selected Normalites 
approved of th.e strike. Only 33% 
.A. be supports 
firefighters 
"i\11 that harms labor is treason to 
America. No line can be drawn 
between those two. If any man 
tells you he loves America yet 
hates labor, he is a liar. If 
any man tells you he trusts Ameri~a 
yet fears labor, he is a fool. 
There is no America without labor, 
and to fleece the one is-to ro~ 
the other." 
--Abraham Lincoln 
opposed it and 23% were undecided. 
The second survey, ·done April 11-13, 
indicated that 43~ approved and 
37% disapproved of the strike. But 
more importantly, 47% of the 330 
people polled disapproved of the 
way Mayor Richard Godfrey and 
City Manager Dave. Anderson handled 
their jobs during the strike. Only 
22% approved of the two men's 
performance. 
In addition, a petition in support 
of the firefighters was signed by 
2500 Normal citizens and presented 
to the ~ouncil April 17. Only '2096 
people voted in the last town 
council election. 
But if the council doesn't 
represent the will of the citizens 
of Normal, it does represent on·e 
particular group strikingly well. 
Carl Sneed; Normal's departing 
assistant manager, unintentionally 
gave me the clue to just who the 
city council represents. 
He said that he, And~rson, and the 
council members were getting 
scores of calls fr6m people opposed 
to the firefighters. He even 
predicted that these opponents 
would force a recall election if 
the council "gave in" to the 
firefighters. 
Who cills council members? 
The upper middle-class manager, the 
professional, the real estate baron, 
;a A 
STATE Of ILL~NOIS 
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 1 
·COUNTY OF McLEAN· 
TOWN OF NORMAL, ILLINOIS, A 
Municipal Corporation, 
v.' 
LOCAL 2442 OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
~SSOCfATION OF FIREFIGHTERS, 
WAYNE ABBOTT, DON BEVERS, GARY 
BROUGHTON, TOM ELSTON, VANCE EMMERT, 
JEFF FEASLEY, FRANK HANOVER, MEL 
HARPER, RICHARD HORATH, WILLIAM 
KERBER, KEN KERFOOT, TOM KORN, 
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CASE NO. 
-
:.'• 
RON LAWSON, MIKE LEISNER, JOHN McATEE, 
RICK MILLS, RON PATTERSON, LOREN 
PETERS,· AL ROLLINS, JERRY SCHWARTZ, 
RICHARD SUTTER, RICHARD SYLVESTER, 
GARY TRENT, CRAIG WALL, JIM WAT~ON, 
MICHAEL LASS, 
' ) 
arid.~- ) . 
Defendants 
) 
) _. 
. ) 
. •. 
NOTION REQUESTING A RULE TO SHOW CAl)SE WHY CERTAIN NAMED DEFENDANTS 
SHOULD NOT BE HELD IN CONTEMPT OF COURT FOR VIOLATING THE PROVISIONS 
OF A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER 
NOW COMES THE TOWN OF NORMAL, ILLINOIS, A Municipal Corporation 
and Plaintiff herein, by Frank Miles, its attorney, and moves this 
Court to eriter an Order requiring Defendants Local 2442 of the 
International Association of Firefighters, Wayne Abbott, Don Bevers, 
Gary Broughton, Tom Elston, Vance Emmert, Jeff Feasley, Frank Hanover, 
Mel Harper, Richard Horath, William Kerber, Ken Kerfoot, Tom Korn, 
Ron Lawson, Mike Leisner, Rick Mills, Ron Patterson, Loren Peters, 
Al Rollins, Jerry Schwartz, Richard Sylvester, Gary Trent, Craig Wall, 
Jim Watson, and Michael Lass, and each of them to sho~ cause why they 
and each of them should not be held in. contempt of court. This Motion 
is supported by the Affidavits of Ge5rge Cermak and Carl Sneed, 
attached nereto and made a part hereof. 
Frank Miles 
Corporation Courisel 
100 E. Phoenix, P.O~ Box 589 
Normal, IL 61761 /' 
Telephone: 309/45{-2444 
TilE TOWN OF NOIU'-!AL, ILLINOIS, 
A Municipal Corporatipn, 
~~·· 
. Vank i~es, Hs _Attorney 
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people,' council says 
the business owner, all the men who 
run things and whose control over 
the workplace would be shaken if 
unions start a wave of organizing in 
B~oomington-Normal. Republicans all. 
Not surprisingly, all ~he council 
members derive their income as 
managers or professionals, and all 
but one get their living from the. 
largest institutions in Bloomington~ 
Normal. Not accidentally, those 
institutions have the most to lose 
from unionizqtion. · 
Remarkably. five of the seven 
council members live within one 
quarter of a mile of each_other, 
clustered within 3-or 4 blocks of 
Ash Park. Two of those, Jocelyn Bell 
and Paul Mattingly, live one house 
one house apart on Valentine Drive. 
The other two council members live 
with:n a few blocks of eich other 
about a half mile away. 
Normal's not big, but it's bigger 
than that. Four of the city 
council members--William Hammitt, 
Vernon Maulson, Bell and Mattingly~­
live in the second precinct. There 
are 25 precincts in Normal. 
Thr.ee of the counci.l members work 
for Illinois Stat~ University: 
Mayor Richard Godfrey a's head of 
the PR bureau, Parker LawliS in .the 
placement servicer and Mattingly 
as a professor in the geography 
dep.artment. 
ISU, Normal's largest e~ployer, has 
the largest stake in hindering the 
success of public employee unions. 
ISU wants to keep its clerical 
workers ~nd teachers unorganized. 
Bell, a homemaker, depends on a 
husband at State Farm Insurance for 
her bread, while Paul Harmon is a 
corporate lawyer for the 
Illinois Agricultural Association. 
(Harmon admits that he_could be 
called on to work against-· IAA' s 
clerical workers if they start 
organizing.) 
The sixth member, Maulson, is an 
attorney for General Telephone, 
wh,ose operators and repair people 
are already organized. 
But Gen Tel, State Farm and IAA all 
employ large numbers of not-yet-
unionized clerical workers. 
Though rlammitt does not work for a 
large non-union employer,(he's . 
business manager of the BabyFold) he 
has taken a public stance 
indistinguishable from his neighbors. 
It's a cosy clique at the council 
table, so it's no wonder they see 
outsiders everywhere. An outsider 
is simply anyone who doesn't work 
for a large anti-union employer~ 
who doesn't live in a $70,000 house 
in PreciDCt 2, who. 
--D. -LeSeure 
FALCON 
MOTEL 
CABLE TV 
TELEPHONES 
ON u.s. 51 
Call '~m · your~elf! 
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Normal's outsiders 
.lormal hires professional union-hosters 
The "firefighters were on strike, so this reporter 
went to the courthouse March 27, when the men 
were put on probation, to cover the courtroom 
scene. 
The Town of Normal was represented by City 
Attorney Frank Miles, but also by a quiet but 
fast talker, an unfamiliar face. Grumbles and 
·moans surfaced from the crowd when he 
appeared. 
Suddenly, buzzers rang in the courtroom. The 
firefighters ran from the room, hustling down the 
stairs and dashing to Normal. A fire alarm had 
sounded, and although they were on strike, the 
firefighters still reaponded to calls. The 
spectators were amazed at their quick action and 
obvious dedication. 
Except one man. The one with the unfamiliar face. 
He stood up, faced the court, and charged that 
the men were answering an engineered false 
alarm to "impress the court. " The alarm was 
minor, but real. 
· He obviously made people angry. In the lobby 
afterwards, a Bloomington firefighter cornered 
him, and questioned how this man could dare 
walk the earth. The outsider gave a half-hearted 
.. grin (coupled with a look of disgust) and headed 
for the door. 
This reporter cornered him next. Who do.you work 
for? Your firm? How many attorneys are on 
retainer? What are your specialities? What do 
you chilrge? -
Each question got the same sick grin, as he 
retreated behind the barrier, seemingly immune 
to human interaction. 
He was representative of an international law firm, 
a firm with offices from Los Angeles to South 
Africa--Seyfarth, Fairweather, Shaw and· 
Geraldson, a large, co"rporate-oriented labor . 
law firm. 
A "corporate-oriented labor law firm" is a complex 
way to say something very simple--they are union 
busters. 
S & S has built a reputation across America for 
ABOVE: ISU's University Union carried a message of su~ort.for striking firefighters·. 
'Fire my people, it's war!'··Lass 
As t_he Pos·t-Amerikan goes to press, 
hints that Normal officials are 
seriously thinking of firing the 
strikers are surfacing more 
frequently in newspape~ and TV 
reports orr the Normal firefighters. 
According to Mike Lass, a 
representative from the 
International Association of 
Firefighters, such an action 
"would mean war." 
"If the strikers were fired, and 
no longer had legitimate employment 
rights, then they would have to 
resort to illegitimate means to 
keep people from taking their jobs." 
Though Lass would not be specifiC, 
he was serious. 
"You bet I'm serious, dead s·erious," 
the strike organizer repeated 
:emphatically. "My people don't 
lose job~ because of a strike. No 
one is going to take their. jobs 
away from them, not without a 
fight." 
Sitting at strike headquarters 
under a sign reading "NO VIOLENCE, 
NO MATTER HOW PROVOKED," Lass' 
continued, "Right-now we're 
fighting nice. Fire my people, and 
it's war." 
Mike Lass, International Association 
Firefighters Field Representative . 
. ) .--<>-1 •'' ,,•o"''A oo'U<wo;w, " ••··' 
preventing unionization, or stalling a bargaining 
session so long and with sc .many gimmicks that 
weak and powerless unions result. 
Under the leadership of Ted Clark, S & S has a 
special program they sell to municipalities, a 
program to make unionization difficult and 
trying. 
The Town of Normal bought the goods, for an 
undisclosed price, by bringing in S & S as their 
legal consultants."" -
When questioned io the cost of S & S, Mayor 
Godfrey replied that he didn't know. David · 
Anderson, city_ manager, ha~ an idea, ·but he 
wasn't really sure. 
. Estimates vary but the most certain is about 
$116 per hour. 
The To\vn's relationship began months ago, when 
· attorney· Miles attended a S & S seminar on 
. collective bargaining. 
As the union drive intensified, the town brought 
in S & S seating them at the negotiating table. 
· Soon, they, not the usual city representatives, 
were presenting proposals to the union. S & S 
was obviously in control and dominating. 
Under the direct!on ors & S, the town stonewalled 
negotiations, continually coming to the table with 
"final offers," trying to subvert the strength 
of the union through court action ,and jail sentences 
and hoping that prolonged negotiations will dampen 
the spirit ofthe strikers. · 
But S & S has another ·stake in Normal--their 
reputation. 
Seyfarth & Shaw have been trying to stop unions 
·for years, Mike Lass, Field Representative of 
the International Association or' Firefighters says, 
"I've been dealing with them across the bargaining 
table since 1967 •. " ~ . -~ · 
Selling their special public employee program -to: 
cities, S & S has tried to stop firefighters' 
strikes in other cities. 
The union faced them in Springfield, and beat them 
in Joliet and Danville. In Aurora, according to 
Dale Berry, the union's legal representative, a 
firefighters' strike was averted because the city 
attorney was confident'·enough or' his own ability 
that he refused S & S 's- offer, and a quick 
settlement was reached. 
So Normal, a traditionally conservative community, 
was S & S's chance to recoup their image after their 
recent tarnish in other cities. 
With their Chicago forqe of over 100 attorneys, . 
their offices in Los Angeles, Washington, New York, 
London and South Africa, S & S has been able 
to bring skilled. professionals to work. 
. -
But certain things they've not been. able to contr.ol-- . 
like the popular outcry about their expensive fees 
imd the determined group of firefighters, who fear 
no court sentences or legal gimmickry, who are 
ready and able to stand up for their rights. 
--MGM 
.• 
Council restricts public attendance as ... 
Massed Police guard 
The Normal Town Council met again 
April 17 under heavy armed guard. 
Although officials knew that strike 
supporters intended to be totally 
orderly, planned to att~rid the 
council meeting only for the first 
15 minutes, and had arranged fo~ 
members of the Bloo~ington · 
firefighters uni-on to serve as 
marshals in the crowd, Normal 
officials severely restricted the 
number of people allowed to enter 
city hall. 
Pretending to enforce t·he fire code, 
the council admitted only 81 
observers, and generally let in 
only people claiming they were 
attending for a particular item on 
the council's agenda. Since the 
firefighters' strike was not on the 
agenda, police turned away almost 
all strike supporters, though some 
of the firefighters' wives did get 
in. Union attorney Dale Berry 
charged that the restricted entry 
policy was a violation of the first 
amendment to the Constitution. 
meeting 
About 75 officers from three or 
four police departments appeared 
ar city hall, surrounding the 
building and lining the council 
chambers shoulder to shoulder. 
John McAtee, the only striking 
firefighter not jailed, had earlier 
received petmission to talk to the 
council ~t the meeting's beginning. 
After his· addre'ss, he and. · · 
firefighter supporters in the 
audience left, joining the hundreds 
of supporters who demonstarted 
peacefully outside. The. crowd 
moved away from the city hall 
building, gathering on a slope by 
the east parking lot to watch 
strike supporters stage some 
hilarious street. theater ridiculing 
the council's handling of the 
strike. 
Mike Lass, a representative from 
the firefighters' interriational 
BELOW: Police lined the Normal Council chambers shoulder to shoulder April 17. 
~ 
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ABOVE: To show solidarity with jailed firefighters, a small group of supporter~ gathered 
at the headquarters fire station March 31, singing and shouting encouragement to the first 
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council 
headquarters, said he and union 
attorney Dale Berry met with Normal 
polic~:chief McGuire and city 
attorney Frank Miles hours before . 
the council ~eeting. In addition, 
Lass said; fire captain McAtee 
spoke with Mayor·Godfrey. These 
city officials were completely 
briefed on the strike· supporters' 
plans, Lass said. 
Gity briefed 
Since city officials knew there 
would be ~o disruption of th~ii 
council meeting, the massive show 
of force was only theat~r, La~s said. 
And Normal was taking advantage of 
the city of Bloomington to stage 
that theater. Louis DeVault, 
Bloomington's assistant police 
.chief, told the Post-Amerikan that 
he had ''no idea at all" that Normal 
officials had met with strike 
leaders about preventing a 
disruption. DeVault said Normal 
had reque~ted Bloomington's 
assistince several days befoie the 
council meeting, .and had called .. 
again Monday. afternoon to con.fi rm 
their need for help. Bloom1ngto~ 
sent ~5 ~fficers, acctirding to 
DeVault. ·· 
Speaking to the town council,. 
McAtee read a statement from ·Don 
Penri, ·labo~ers' unio~ &usiness 
agent. Penn traced the-history of 
civil disobediance in the labor 
movement, from the time of-Eugene 
Debs' imprisonment to the illegal 
sit-downs and factory occupations 
which finally won auto~lant 
organi~ii1~ 1battles ,in the 1~.30s. 
_ ~c~.t';,~~- aJ.~P .. i:r~;;_e]~.e~ .. P~·q_ t;ions __ 
-·w'i th' 2500 sigriatiires which ., . 
firefighte.rs • __ wive_s gathered in 
their door-to-door canvassing:in 
Normal. McAtee said the 2500 · 
signatures "represented about a 
thousand ~ore peqple than voted 
in the last election." 
Phony 
McAtee.*lso read a sta~ement, from 
Pam Lawson~ whose jailed hu,sbaJ1d 
is president of the firefijhters 
local. She. attacked the city for 
trying to undermine the strike's 
solidarity by sending a copy of 
the city's "final proposal" .to 
each firefighte~'s wife~ R~ferring 
to the ~ity's atcompanying cover 
letter, Ms. Lawson said the town's 
expression of "genuine sympathy" 
was "phony as a three dollar bill." 
After reading statements, Captain 
McAtee staged some theater, too. 
Since the·city sent its."fina1 
proposal" to each firefighter's 
wife, McAtee said, they are~ 
entitled to vote on it. Producing 
a ballot box, McAtee called the· 
strikers' wives to the podium, one-
by one, to drop setret ballots · · 
into the box. When a council 
member accused McAtee of conducting 
a charade, he relied that it was 
no more a ·char·ade than the city's 
"final offer." ·During the .voting, 
some of the council members just 
got up from their chairs, and left. 
After the voting, McAtee and other 
strike supporters joined the rally. 
out~ ide. 
.......... , .... shift,of. str.ik!'lrs .working,under,lJud~e .. Calsley's ·~work release" sentence. · . . ··•'i 
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ABOVE: Firefighter supporters gathered at the county jail 
April 26 in a show of solidarity with strikers locked up inside. 
ABOVE: Howie McClennan, President 
of the International Association of 
Firefighters, flew in from Washington 
to address the statewide rally in support 
of Normal's striking firefighters. 
, ~ 
Illinois firefighters rally in Normal 
~ . ~ 
BELOW: Firefighters from all over Illinois gathered for a rally at Normal's headquarters 
fire station April 26. After several spirited hours of singing, cheering, speakers and 
theater, the group moved to Bloomington's Law and Justice Center, to show support for 
striking firefighters imprisoned in the county jail. 
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